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From executive producers T Bone Burnett, Robert Redford and Jack White, go inside one of the greatest-ever untold stories: how the ordinary people of America were given the opportunity to make records for the first time. American Epic explores the pivotal recording journeys at the height of the Roaring Twenties, when music scouts armed with cutting-edge recording technology captured the breadth of American music and discovered the artists that would shape our world. The series contains four films: The Big Bang; Blood & Soil; Out of the Many, The One; The American Epic Sessions. Documentary: 2x60 + 1x90, Sessions: 1x120 HD

Go inside President Trump advisor Stephen Bannon’s war—with radical Islam, Washington, and White House rivals. FRONTLINE investigates the story of Bannon’s fight to deliver on Trump’s promises, with a confrontational style based on his personal crusade to dramatically transform America. 1x53 HD

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes a look at the history of Africa, from the birth of humankind to the dawn of the 20th century. This is a journey through two hundred thousand years of history, from the origins, on the African continent, of art, writing, and civilization itself, through the millennia in which Africa and Africans shaped not only their own rich civilizations, but also the wider world. 6x52 HD
In an immersive narrative, directors Ken Burns and Lynn Novick tell the epic story of the Vietnam War as it has never before been told on film. The Vietnam War features testimony from nearly 60 witnesses, including many Americans who fought in the war, footage from sources around the globe, photographs taken by some of the most celebrated photojournalists of the 20th century, historic television broadcasts, evocative home movies, revelatory audio recordings from inside the Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon administrations and more than 80 iconic musical recordings by many of the greatest artists of the era. 10x60 HD

**EPISODE ONE  DEJÀ VU**
1858–1961
After a long and brutal war, Vietnamese revolutionaries led by Ho Chi Minh end nearly a century of French colonial occupation. With the Cold War intensifying, Vietnam is divided in two at Geneva. Communists in the North aim to reunify the country, while America supports Ngo Dinh Diem’s contested regime in the South.

**EPISODE TWO  RIDING THE TIGER**
1961–1963
President Kennedy and his advisors wrestle with how deeply to get involved in South Vietnam. As the increasingly autocratic Diem regime faces a growing communist insurgency and widespread Buddhist protests, a grave political crisis unfolds.

**EPISODE THREE  HELL COME TO EARTH**
JANUARY 1964—DECEMBER 1965
With South Vietnam in chaos, hardliners in Hanoi seize the initiative and send combat troops to the South, accelerating the insurgency. Fearing Saigon’s collapse, President Johnson escalates America’s military commitment, authorizing sustained bombing of the North and deploying ground troops in the South.

**EPISODE FOUR  DOUBT**
JANUARY 1966—JUNE 1967
Defying American airpower, North Vietnamese troops and materiel stream down the Ho Chi Minh Trail into the South, while Saigon struggles to “pacify the countryside.” As an antiwar movement builds back home, hundreds of thousands of soldiers and Marines discover that the war they are being asked to fight in Vietnam is nothing like their fathers’ war.

**EPISODE FIVE  THIS IS WHAT WE DO**
JULY 1967—DECEMBER 1967
American casualties and enemy body counts mount as Marines face deadly North Vietnamese ambushes and artillery south of the DMZ and Army units face an elusive enemy in the Central Highlands. Hanoi lays plans for a massive surprise offensive, and the Johnson Administration reassures the American public that victory is in sight.

**EPISODE SIX  THINGS FALL APART**
JANUARY 1968—JUNE 1968
On the eve of the Tet holiday, North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces launch surprise attacks on cities and military bases throughout the South, suffering devastating losses but casting grave doubt on promises from the Johnson administration that there is “light at the end of the tunnel.” The president decides not to run again and the country is staggered by assassinations and unrest.

**EPISODE SEVEN  CHASING GHOSTS**
JUNE 1968—MAY 1969
Public support for the war declines, and American men of draft age face difficult decisions and wrenching moral choices. After police battle with demonstrators in the streets of Chicago, Richard Nixon wins the presidency, promising law and order at home and peace overseas. In Vietnam, the war goes on and soldiers on all sides witness terrible savagery and unflinching courage.

**EPISODE EIGHT  A SEA OF FIRE**
APRIL 1969—MAY 1970
With morale plummeting in Vietnam, President Nixon begins withdrawing American troops. As news breaks of an unthinkable massacre committed by American soldiers, the public debates the rectitude of the war, while an incursion into Cambodia reignites antiwar protests with tragic consequences.

**EPISODE NINE  FRATRICIDE**
MAY 1970—MARCH 1973
South Vietnamese forces fighting on their own in Laos suffer a terrible defeat. Massive U.S. airpower makes the difference in halting an unprecedented North Vietnamese offensive. After being re-elected in a landslide, Nixon announces Hanoi has agreed to a peace deal. American prisoners of war will finally come home—to a bitterly divided country.

**EPISODE TEN  THE WEIGHT OF MEMORY**
MARCH 1973—ONWARD
While the Watergate scandal rivets Americans’ attention and forces President Nixon to resign, the Vietnamese continue to savage one another in a brutal civil war. When hundreds of thousands of North Vietnamese troops pour into the South, Saigon descends rapidly into chaos and collapses. For the next forty years, Americans and Vietnamese from all sides search for healing and reconciliation.
Holocaust Escape Tunnel
For centuries, the Lithuanian city of Vilnius was one of the most important Jewish centers in the world, earning the title “Jerusalem of the North,” until the Nazis destroyed it. About 95% of the Jewish population of Vilna, its name in Hebrew and Yiddish, was murdered and its synagogues and institutions were reduced to ruins. The Soviets finished the job, paving over the remnants of Vilna’s famous Great Synagogue, for example, so thoroughly that few today know it ever existed. Now, an international team of archaeologists are trying to recover this lost world. They will excavate the remains of its Great Synagogue and uncover one of Vilna’s greatest secrets: a lost escape tunnel dug by Jewish prisoners inside a horrific Nazi execution site. 1x55 HD
ALSO AVAILABLE
The Ghost Army 1x56 HD
Memory of the Camps 1x57 HD
Movies in Wartime: Projections of America 1x53 HD

Search for the Super Battery
Over the decades, energy storage technology has barely budged in power, capacity or convenience. Even though there have been some improvements in the last century, batteries remain finicky, bulky, expensive, toxic and maddeningly short-lived. Host David Pogue sets out on a quest to discover what the future has in store for our gadgets and visits scientists, inventors and entrepreneurs who are challenging everything we think we know about batteries. 1x54 HD

SOCIETY IN CRISIS
No Country for the Poor
Follow a group of Hungarian activists as they fight to defend the homeless and their right to be citizens in a country where social benefits have been slashed and homelessness has been criminalized. 1x60 HD

Poisoned Water
In this special report, NOVA investigates the water disaster in Flint, Michigan and unravels a disturbing truth about the vulnerabilities of water systems across the United States. Discover the delicate intricacies of water chemistry, the biology of lead poisoning and the engineering challenge of replacing this ravaged infrastructure. 1x60 HD

Poverty, Politics and Profit
Investigate the billions spent on housing the poor in the United States and why so few get the help they need. FRONTLINE and NPR examine the politics, profits and problems of an affordable housing system in crisis. 1x60 HD

Second Chance Kids
A fight over the fate of juveniles in prison for murder, following a landmark Supreme Court ruling. Examine the impact of the order to re-evaluate thousands of juvenile murder cases and follow two of the first convicts to be released. 1x54 HD
**Edgar Allan Poe: Buried Alive**

*Edgar Allan Poe: Buried Alive* is a docudrama that tells the fascinating story of one of the world’s best-known—and most misunderstood—writers and reveals the way in which more than any other writer of his time, Poe tapped into what it means to be a human being in our modern and sometimes frightening world. 1x56 HD

---

**Why Trains Crash**

In a world that is coming to eschew excessive use of fossil fuels and encourage public transportation, trains are becoming more and more popular. They are faster and more modern, but are they safer? This high-speed, action-packed program joins the pioneers of train technology to discover the thrilling advancements which may usher in a new age of safer, faster and more modern trains—from high-tech laser track sensors, to drones, to alternative systems such as maglevs. 1x54 HD

---

**Jacques Pépin: The Art of Craft**

Discover the story of Chef Jacques Pépin, a young immigrant with movie-star looks, a charming Gallic accent, and a mastery of cooking and teaching so breathtaking he became an early food icon—joining James Beard and Julia Child among the handful of Americans who transformed the way the country views the food world. Not content cooking in French palaces, where he was the personal chef to three French presidents including Charles de Gaulle, Pépin’s American journey took him through the kitchens of Howard Johnson’s, bringing his commitment to great taste, craftsmanship and technique to American popular food. With his landmark cookbooks and television shows, he ushered in a new era in American food culture—a story that continues to unfold. 1x53 HD

---

**ARThUR**

*ARThUR* chronicles the adventures of an eight-year-old aardvark through engaging, emotional stories that explore issues faced by real kids. Aimed at viewers aged 4–8, this series fosters interest in reading and writing as well as encourages positive social skills. 18x30 HD

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

- **WordWorld** 45x27 HD
- **Time Warp Trio** 26x23 HD
- **Peep and the Big Wide World** 34x23 HD
**The Battle of Chosin**

As troops of the U.S. Army’s X Corps were pushing north through the Korean peninsula to drive North Korea’s invading Communist Army out of democratically-held South Korea in 1950, they found themselves completely surrounded by more than 85,000 Chinese soldiers. *The Battle of Chosin* recounts the conflict in intimate detail through eyewitness accounts, presenting a harrowing narrative of combat and survival in the first major military clash of the Cold War.  

1x114, 2x53 HD

---

**Building Chernobyl’s Mega Tomb**

On April 26, 1986, a catastrophic blast blew the lid off Chernobyl’s Reactor No. 4 in an explosion 400 times more potent than the Hiroshima bomb. With the concrete sarcophagus built over the reactor only meant to last 30 years, *Building Chernobyl’s Mega Tomb* follows a team of international engineers as they race against time to build a new steel shelter over the disaster site. 1x52 HD

---

**Black America Since MLK: And Still I Rise**

Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr. sets out to explore the last five decades of African American history, inspiring viewers to examine the forces and events that have shaped their own lives—as well as the American nation, culture and society—since the end of the Civil Rights movement. 4x55 HD

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

*The African Americans: Many Rivers to Cross* 6x53 HD

*The Talk: Race in America* 1x114 HD

**COMING SOON**

*Tell Them We Are Rising: The Story of Historically Black Colleges and Universities* 1x83 HD

---

**Martin Luther: The Idea that Changed the World**

Narrated by Hugh Bonneville, this docudrama chronicles the story of Martin Luther’s harrowing quest to upend the power structure that had ruled Europe for a thousand years and set history on a new trajectory towards equality, universal education and women’s rights. The film also considers the darker, lesser-known side of Luther’s legacy that led to the rise of nationalism and links to the Nazi Holocaust. 2x55, 1x56 HD

**The Race Underground**

In the late 19th century, Henry Melville Whitney of Boston and William Collins Whitney of New York pursued the dream of building America’s first subway. *The Race Underground* tells the story of these two rival American engineers in two different cities, their rich, powerful and sometimes corrupt interests and an invention that changed the lives of millions. 1x54 HD

---

**The First Silent Night**

*The First Silent Night* introduces two impoverished children—Joseph Mohr and Franz Gruber—who grew up in Austria’s cobbled streets and wooded villages. The hard years that shaped them would eventually lead them to a meeting in a poor country church where they united Gruber’s music and Mohr’s text in what would become the classic carol about the birth of a boy on a quiet night in ancient Palestine. Join renowned actor Simon Callow as he journeys to the Austrian village of Oberndorf and the city of Salzburg, where he uncovers the moving origins of the world’s most beloved carol. 1x120, 2x60 HD

---

**The Road from Christ to Constantine**

Join author and distinguished history professor Jonathan Phillips as he takes viewers on a captivating adventure to the very places where Christianity began. Traveling through four centuries and seven countries in the Middle East, North Africa and Europe, see how a small movement became the official religion of the Roman Empire. 6x52 HD
**THE FUTURE AND CLIMATE CHANGE**

**The Age of Consequences**

*The Age of Consequences* investigates the impact of climate change on increased resource scarcity, human migration and conflict through the lens of U.S. national security and global stability. Through unflinching case-study analysis, distinguished military leaders and veterans take us beyond the headlines of the conflict in Syria, the social unrest of the Arab Spring, the rise of radicalized groups like ISIS and the European refugee crisis to lay bare how climate change stressors interact with societal tensions and spark conflict. 1x61, 1x80 HD

**Clockwork Climate**

Experiments in deliberate climate engineering, also known as geo-engineering, are multiplying the world over. *Clockwork Climate* introduces the scientists, business people and political decision-makers who are funding evaluations of these techniques’ efficacy against global warming and its historical background by using lab simulations and field tests. 1x56 HD

**What’s Up with the Weather?**

From the Greenland Ice Caps—where scientists can read the history of the planet—to the equatorial Maldives Islands—which are threatened by rising sea levels—from the corridors of power in Washington to the rapidly growing industrial cities of China and India, this joint NOVA/FRONTLINE special takes viewers on an awe-inspiring journey to find out how the earth’s climate system works and what the future may hold in store. 2x57 HD

---

**Military Medicine: Beyond the Battlefield**

Hear the stories of the men and women who are at the forefront of the medical frontier, winning victories for military personnel and civilians. ABC News correspondent Bob Woodruff, who was critically injured in Iraq and was saved by the advances in military medical care, brings his personal understanding of the issues as he covers military medical advances and technology from the battlefield to the return home. 1x56 HD

---

**Rachel Carson**

When Rachel Carson’s seminal book, *Silent Spring*, was published in 1962 it became a phenomenon that shaped the modern environmental movement. As the debate about pesticides continues today, this two-hour biography draws upon the latest research to provide an illuminating portrait of writer and scientist Rachel Carson. 2x60 HD

**Ruby Ridge**

On August 21, 1992, a firefight broke out between Randy Weaver and six U.S. Marshals in rural Idaho, which led to an eleven-day standoff before Weaver was finally taken into custody. Drawing upon eyewitness accounts, *Ruby Ridge* presents a riveting, minute-by-minute account of the event that helped give rise to the modern American militia movement. 1x53 HD

---

**Excalibur: Behind the Movie**

*Excalibur: Behind the Movie* is a retrospective documentary that looks back at the making of director John Boorman’s 1981 movie *Excalibur*. Self-described as the toughest film he ever made, *Excalibur* told the tale of King Arthur and the Sword in the Stone and helped start the careers of actors Liam Neeson, Gabriel Byrne, Helen Mirren and Patrick Stewart. These leading actors join other cast and crew to share their memories from the filming of this Arthurian masterpiece. 1x52 HD
Out of Gitmo
From FRONTLINE and NPR comes the dramatic story of a Gitmo detainee released from the controversial U.S. prison after 14 years and the struggle over freeing prisoners once deemed international terrorists. The untold history of the Guantanamo Bay prison is also examined in this film. 1x54 HD

Terror in Europe
As Europe reels from a terror onslaught, top counter-terror officials describe their struggle to contain the unprecedented threat revealed by attacks in France and Belgium. Terror in Europe goes inside Europe’s fight against the rise of Islamist terrorism. 1x54 HD

American Patriot
FRONTLINE examines how one family’s fight against the American government invigorated armed militias and “patriot” groups. Take an inside look at the Bundy family’s standoffs over land in the West and the groups aligned with them that have grown to levels not seen in decades. 1x60 HD

Are You Smarter Than Your Pet?
From counting canines to safe-cracking cockatoos, Are You Smarter Than Your Pet? is packed with entertaining revelations and mind-boggling experiments that shed light on animal intelligence and make us see our own brains in an entirely new way. The results are surprising, hilarious and often extraordinary. 2x44 HD

Current Affairs
The Fish on My Plate
Journalist and author Paul Greenberg spends a year eating only fish. From farmed fish in Norway to the biggest wild fishery in the world off Peru, he travels to investigate the health of the ocean—as well as his own—in this report for FRONTLINE. 1x84 HD

Also Available
In Defense of Food 1x56 HD
The Trouble with Chicken 1x54 HD

Born to Explore
A modern day Indiana Jones, host Richard Wiese takes viewers around the world in search of adventure, wildlife and cultures untouched by modern civilization. The series travels across six continents and more than 10 countries, creating a positive understanding of the many beautiful cultures that inhabit our planet. Whether investigating the existence of the Loch Ness monster in Scotland or experiencing the tastes and aromas of Istanbul’s fabled Spice Market at a shop where coffee has been roasted the same way for more than 500 years, Wiese seeks the answers to questions that have been asked throughout history and guides viewers on journeys across the globe uncovering unique stories, people and wildlife. 26x30 HD

Also Available
Visions 18x56 HD
Cuba’s Secret Side 2x54 HD
Sudan’s Secret Side 2x55 HD

Lifestyle
COURTESY OF FRONTLINE
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Current Affairs

Dead Reckoning: War, Crime and Justice from WW2 to the War on Terror
This three-part series reveals that the model of justice ingeniously conceived by the Allies in the wake of World War II has evolved into a standard by which all conflicts are judged. The series explores the origins of the Allied response to three unique situations, along with transformative conflicts and atrocities that have—for 70 years—shaped conceptions of war and peace. 3x54 HD

Netanyahu at War
FRONTLINE traces the stormy history of the United States-Israeli relationship through the eyes of Barack Obama and Benjamin Netanyahu, two men with fundamentally different views of the world. Told through riveting footage and interviews with political insiders in Jerusalem and Washington, D.C., Netanyahu at War provides the essential context needed to understand the ongoing feud between Netanyahu and Obama and how it could shape the future of the Middle East. 1x114, 2x56 HD

ISIS and the Taliban: The Journey
Emmy® Award-winning filmmaker Jamie Doran journeys to Afghanistan to join Zubair Massoud, advisor to the National Security Council, to discover just how bad the situation really is for local Afghans since the withdrawal of most NATO forces almost two years ago. 1x52 HD

History

Ancient Bible Destinations of Greece
This spiritual journey throughout Greece breathes life into the history of the early days of Christianity and offers relevant and powerful insights into the events told in the Bible. 2x54, 4x27 HD

Netanyahu at War
FRONTLINE traces the stormy history of the United States-Israeli relationship through the eyes of Barack Obama and Benjamin Netanyahu, two men with fundamentally different views of the world. Told through riveting footage and interviews with political insiders in Jerusalem and Washington, D.C., Netanyahu at War provides the essential context needed to understand the ongoing feud between Netanyahu and Obama and how it could shape the future of the Middle East. 1x114, 2x56 HD

Trading History
For the very first time, history is investigated through the prism of the auction house. In this new series, viewers embark on an investigative and genealogical journey where intriguing family histories are revealed through personal artifacts. For many items, this may be the last chance outsiders have to see each object before they disappear into private collections. 6x48 HD

Science

The Nuclear Option
NOVA investigates how the realities of climate change, the inherent limitations of renewable energy sources and the optimism and enthusiasm of a new generation of nuclear engineers is seeding a renaissance in nuclear technology. 1x54 HD

This Old House: Season 37
Emmy® Award-winning series THIS OLD HOUSE follows home renovations from start to finish with America’s favorite team of experts—Norm Abram, Tom Silva, Rich Trethewey, Roger Cook and Kevin O’Connor. 26x27 HD
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**SPACE EXPLORATION**

**Eclipse Over America**

On August 21, 2017, a total solar eclipse will stretch across the United States. As Americans from Oregon to South Carolina are plunged into a breathtaking darkness for three magical minutes—the first total solar eclipse in the U.S. in over 27 years—NOVA will be there to capture the spectacular astronomical show. *Eclipse Over America* is an in-depth exploration of the science investigations that occur during solar eclipses, both past and present, from the Eddington experiment that used a solar eclipse to prove one of the tenets of special relativity, to the most current investigations into the sun’s corona. 1x60 HD

**A Year in Space**

A *Year in Space* takes viewers behind-the-scenes of astronaut Scott Kelly’s 12-month stay on the International Space Station where he tested human limits for space travel and laid the groundwork for a manned mission to Mars. The one-hour documentary tracks Kelly from training and launch through his year in space, ending with his successful descent and landing back on Earth. 1x56 HD

**COMING SOON: Beyond a Year in Space** 1x60 HD

**Space Men**

In August 1960, Air Force Captain Joseph Kittinger lifted off in a helium balloon, went nearly 20 miles above the earth, stepped out of the balloon and then went hurtling at over four hundred miles per hour back to earth…and survived. *Space Men* tells the little-known story of Kittinger and the men whose scientific experiments in the stratosphere laid critical groundwork for NASA’s manned space program, helping to make the very idea of space travel a reality. 1x52 HD

**Chasing Pluto**

The *New Horizons* spacecraft, one of the most advanced ever built, traveled for nine years across 3 billion miles to take the very first detailed images of the dwarf planet Pluto. Thanks to its treacherous journey, we are finally able to get a close look at this strange, icy world. 1x53 HD

**Biology 2.0: When Biology Becomes Synthetic**

After the dramatic advances in genomics, 21st century biology is heading for a revolution: synthetic biology. The consequences are huge, but the potential applications are promising. From the production of energy to new biomaterials, synthetic biology could usher in an era of greater efficiency, lower costs and reduced pollution. *Biology 2.0* discovers what nature would never have made and what man is in the process of creating. 3x53 HD

**Treasures of the Earth**

All around us is Earth’s bounty—spectacular mountains, blue oceans and abundant, delicious food crops. But what we can see is only a part of the riches Earth provides. Its hidden assets are some of our most important natural resources and they have helped shape humankind. *Treasures of the Earth* is a three-part series that journeys deep inside the Earth to uncover the mysteries of how these treasures were created and explores how they have allowed humans to evolve and build great civilizations. 3x53 HD

---

**Wild Ways**

Since the start of the Industrial Revolution, human development has usurped the homelands of the largest mammals on Earth and confined them to parks and preserves. But recent research shows that these islands of habitat are too small and disconnected to sustain healthy populations of animals. *Wild Ways* showcases new, cutting-edge solutions for making room for wildlife on an ever-more crowded planet through the new approach of connectivity conservation. 1x53 HD

**The Great War**

The involvement of the United States in the First World War forever changed the way the nation saw itself and its place in the world. The great conflict would also fundamentally change the nature of American society, undermining the progressive movement, giving birth to the national security state, reordering the place of women and African Americans in the culture and changing the government’s role in almost every aspect of the American economy. Available in time for the 100th anniversary of the U.S. entering World War I on April 6, 1917, this series explores the defining outcome of the United States’ experience in the Great War. 3x113 HD
**LIFESTYLE**

**Moveable Feast With Fine Cooking: Season 4**

*Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking* takes viewers on a culinary journey with Pete Evans, an award-winning Australian chef, cookbook author and restaurateur. In each episode, Pete hosts a pop-up feast in different, unique locations where, joined by local chefs, they work against the clock to prepare a multi-course menu that will inspire home cooks everywhere. **13x26** HD

**Also Available**

- Jacques Pépin: Heart & Soul 26x24 HD
- America’s Test Kitchen 130x27 HD
- I’ll Have What Phil’s Having 6x54 HD
- Cook’s Country 52x27 HD
- Made in Spain with José Andrés 26x24
- The French Chef 200x27

**CURRENT AFFAIRS**

**Trump’s Road to the White House**

*FRONTLINE* investigates how Donald Trump defied expectations to win the U.S. presidency. Through interviews with key players, the film shows how Trump rallied millions of supporters and defeated adversaries, and explores who he’s bringing into the White House with him. **1x54** HD

**President Trump**

*FRONTLINE* examines the key moments that shaped President Donald Trump through interviews with advisors, business associates and biographers. These stories reveal how Trump transformed himself from a real estate developer to entertainer to the president of the United States of America. **1x54** HD

**Divided States of America**

Drawing on extensive interviews with White House and Congressional insiders from both the Democratic and Republican parties, as well as *FRONTLINE*’s vast body of reporting on the Obama era, *Divided States of America* digs into the causes of America’s intense polarization and questions how the next president and Congress can govern in an era of complex challenges. **2x114, 4x53** HD

**HISTORY**

**White House: The Inside Story**

Standing at the epicenter of global politics and in the heart of the nation’s capital, the story of the White House is the story of America itself. *White House: The Inside Story* weaves together the 200-year history of the most famous house in America through stories from First Families, White House workers, historians and members of the press. **1x115, 2x54** HD

**SOCIAL ISSUES**

**The Talk: Race in America**

*Told from multiple points of view, The Talk is a two-hour documentary that presents five personal stories illustrating the increasingly necessary conversation taking place in homes and communities across the United States between parents of color and their children about how to behave if they are ever stopped by the police. **1x114** HD

**CURRENT AFFAIRS, SCIENCE**

**15 Years of Terror**

On September 11, 2001, an unimaginable horror unfolded that devastated a nation and the world. Fifteen years later, *NOVA* traces the evolution of terror strategies from the World Trade Center to today and studies how radical organizations have grown to make use of modern propaganda and social media tools in order to cultivate an army of self-radicalized killers. **1x54** HD
Underwater Pompeii

*Underwater Pompeii* is an incredible 21st century restoration project as well as an inside look at the debauched, riotous historical world it reveals—a world that has remained untouched at the bottom of the Bay of Naples for hundreds of years. 1x56 HD

Van Gogh’s Ear

In 1888 in Southern France, Vincent van Gogh, produced technicolor pieces of art that have electrified the world, but the dark events of that year remain a mystery. *Van Gogh’s Ear* investigates that seismic year and finds out what really happened the night Van Gogh took a razor to his ear and gave it to a young girl outside a nearby brothel. This event has become one of the most famous legends in the history of art, but no one has been able to agree upon what actually happened. 1x55 HD

Mega Croc vs. Super Snake

A mining operation in Cerrejon, Northern Colombia opened a window into earth’s history 65 million years ago, revealing a world teeming with giant reptiles. Follow scientists in real time as they piece together the size and strength of the 43-foot snake, Titanoboa, and a 50-foot crocodile to discover which one was truly the apex predator of this lost world. 1x56 HD

Vampire Legend

In 1897, Bram Stoker penned his gothic novel *Dracula* and popularized the modern vampire myth with the introduction of Count Dracula. But the discovery of manuscripts dating back to medieval England suggest the belief that the dead could rise from the grave originated during a much earlier era. These accounts were written hundreds of years before Stoker created his nocturnal creature, long before the Eastern European legends gained popularity. 1x55 HD

After Stonehenge

A team of archaeologists are excavating an ancient village in Cambridgeshire, England known as “The British Pompeii,” that has transformed history’s picture of life in Bronze Age Britain. Inside perfectly preserved roundhouses, the team has discovered everything from Britain’s oldest wheel to swords used in battle. The biggest revelation was proof of technology needed to produce cloth which has never been seen before in Britain and proves these villagers’ lives were anything but primitive. 1x54 HD

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM SECRETS OF THE DEAD SERIES: *Alcatraz: Escaping the Rock, Jamestown’s Dark Winter, The Craven Street Bones*
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